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Abstract Different calibration methods and data manipulations are being employed for quantitative paleoenvironmental reconstructions, but are rarely compared using the same data. Here, we compare several diatom-based models [weighted averaging (WA), weighted averaging with tolerance-downweighting (WAT), weighted averaging partial least squares, artificial neural networks (ANN) and Gaussian logit regression (GLR)] in different situations of data manipulation. We tested whether log-transformation of environmental gradients and square-root transformation of species data improved the predictive abilities and the reconstruction capabilities of the different calibration methods and discussed them in regard to species response models along environmental gradients. Using a calibration data set from New England, we showed that all methods adequately modelled the variables pH, alkalinity and total phosphorus (TP), as indicated by similar root mean square errors of prediction. However, WAT had lower performance statistics than simple WA and showed some unusual values in reconstruction, but setting a minimum tolerance for the modern species, such as available in the new computer program C2 version 1.4, resolved these problems. Validation with the instrumental record from Walden Pond (Massachusetts, USA) showed that WA and WAT reconstructed most closely pH and that GLR reconstructions showed the best agreement with measured alkalinity, whereas ANN and GLR models were superior in reconstructing the secondary gradient variable TP. Log-transformation of environmental gradients improved model performance for alkalinity, but not much for TP. While square-root transformation of species data improved the performance of the ANN models, they did not affect the WA models. Untransformed species data resulted in better accordance of the TP inferences with the instrumental record using WA, indicating that, in some cases, ecological information encoded in the modern and fossil species data might be lost by square-root transformation. Thus it may be useful to consider different species data transformations for different environmental reconstructions. This study showed that the tested methods are equally suitable for the reconstruction of parameters that mainly control the diatom assemblages, but that ANN and GLR may be superior in modelling a secondary gradient variable. For example, ANN and GLR may be advantageous for modelling lake nutrient levels in North America, where TP gradients are relatively short.



Introduction Quantitative reconstructions of past environments using freshwater and marine sediment records have



become increasingly accepted over the last decades (Birks 1998). Inference models based on modern relationships between biota (such as diatoms) and the environment [pH, temperature, total



234 phosphorus (TP), etc.] are routinely applied to fossil biological data in order to infer quantitative environmental values for periods without adequate instrumental data coverage (Kauppila et al. 2002; Ramstack et al. 2003; Siver et al. 2003). In an attempt to obtain the potentially most reliable reconstructions, it is beneficial to compare reconstructed values based on different methods and to assess critical issues of the methodology employed (e.g., data screening, transformations) (Birks 1998). However, in light of the large number of existing models, such considerations have only rarely been addressed (Korsman and Birks 1996; Hall et al. 1997). Recently, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been introduced to paleolimnological research and show promising performance when modelling pH with diatoms (Racca et al. 2001). However, the outputs of ANN models have not yet been comprehensively compared to the outputs of standard approaches [e.g., weighted averaging (WA) regression and calibration (ter Braak and van Dam 1989); weighted averaging partial least squares regression (WA-PLS) (ter Braak and Juggins 1993)] in the application to fossil diatom data, by validation with instrumental data and through the use of other variables than pH. This paper is an attempt to fill this gap by comparing diatom-based reconstructions using common methods [Gaussian logit regression (GLR), WA with classical deshrinking (WAclass), WA with inverse deshrinking (WAinv), WA with tolerancedownweighting (WAT), and WA-PLS] with estimates obtained by ANNs and with instrumental records for Walden Pond, Massachusetts.



Data Training set The water chemistry and modern surface sediment diatom data used to develop diatom-based inference models originate from the United States Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program – Surface Waters (data available via internet: http://diatom.acnatsci.org/dpdc). In the northeastern United States (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island and New Jersey), 257 lakes were



Figure 1. Map of the training set sites in the New England states Vermont (VT), New Hampshire (NH), Massachusetts (MA), and Connecticut (CT) and location of the study site Walden Pond. ME ¼ Maine. NY ¼ New York. NJ ¼ New Jersey. Grey areas: New England Uplands. Dark grey areas: Coastal Lowlands/Plateau. Light grey area ¼ Adirondacks. Modified from Dixit et al. (1999).



sampled during July and August 1991–1994. Details concerning sampling procedures and diatom sample processing are given in Dixit et al. (1999). A subset of 82 lakes was selected for model development and environmental reconstructions in lakes from Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut (Figure 1; Ko¨ster et al. unpubl. data). The sites from Maine, New York, Rhode Island and New Jersey were excluded a priori in order to limit the calibration set to the geographical region where the lakes for paleolimnological studies are located. Model and reconstruction comparisons presented here are based on this smaller data set. The main characteristics of the data set are presented in Table 1 and the relation of the 82 surface diatom assemblages to major environmental variables and lake



235 Table 1. Major characteristics of the diatom and environmental data of the training set. Ordination results are given for the 189species set (cut-off-criterion: 1 occurrence at 1%). No. of samples 82 No. of species Total 371 One occurrence at 1% 189 Min. 10 occurrences 121 Species DCA Lambda 7.2 CCA axis 1 % variance 8.4 CCA axis 2 % variance 4.1 pH Min. 4.99 Max. 8.6 Mean 7.5 Median 7.6 Length of gradient in DCCA 4.0 % variance in CCA 6.0 ( p ¼ 0.005) Alkalinity Min. 9.5 Max. 1858 Mean 399 Median 201.5 Length of gradient in DCCA 4.5 % variance in CCA 6.1 ( p ¼ 0.005) TP Min. 0.85 Max. 109.5 Mean 16.1 Median 11 Length of gradient in DCCA 2.6 % variance in CCA 3.4 ( p ¼ 0.005) DCA ¼ detrended correspondence analysis. CCA axes 1 and 2 ¼ first two axes in a canonical correspondence analysis with 17 environmental variables (see also Figure 2). CCA ¼ CCA constrained to one variable. DCCA ¼ detrended canonical correspondence analysis. % variance ¼ percentage of variance in species data which is explained by this axis or variable.



characteristics are illustrated in the ordination biplot resulting from a canonical correspondence analysis (CCA; Figure 2). Fossil data and analogs with training set For reconstruction purposes, we used fossil diatom data from a 140-cm-long surface sediment core of Walden Pond (42 26.30 N, 71 20.40 W), spanning ca. 1600 years (Ko¨ster et al. unpubl. data). The ecological interpretation of the fossil diatom assemblages, the sedimentary stable isotope record as well as the instrumental data of Walden Pond indicate a clear, albeit seasonal change in the lake water chemistry to



Figure 2. Environmental variables/sample biplot derived from CCA including subfossil diatom data from 82 New England sites and corresponding lake water measurements of TP, turbidity (TSS), chlorophyll a (Chl-a), silica (SiO2), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na), calcium (Ca), alkalinity (alk), pH, conductivity (Cond), potassium (K), latitude, lake area, total nitrogen (Tot-N), elevation and total aluminium (Tot-Al).



higher nutrient concentrations during the 20th century (starting at about 10 cm depth; Ko¨ster et al. unpubl. data). This change is evident in the ordination of the fossil percentage data in a principal components analysis (PCA), with inter-sample distance scaling and covariance matrix (Figure 3). The analogs of the fossil samples with the training set were estimated by means of dissimilarity coefficients using chord distance (Overpeck et al. 1985), where fossil samples inside the 75% confidence interval of the mean minimum dissimilarity coefficient of the training set samples have good analogs, samples outside the 75% and inside the 95% confidence interval have poor analogs, and samples outside the 95% limit have no analogs (Laing et al. 1999). Fit of the fossil samples to the environmental gradient in the training set was estimated by CCA constrained to pH and TP as the single explanatory variables. Fossil samples with a residual distance inside the 90% confidence interval of the residual distances of the modern samples to the first CCA axis have a good fit, and samples outside the 90% limit have poor fit (Birks et al. 1990).
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